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In recent years, with the development of society informatization, the 
informatization of enterprises has been a popular topic.The implementation of 
Enterprise informatization will directly affect the enterprise in its competitiveness. In 
the process of enterprise informatization, more business systems are being pushed into 
operation. The employee are faced with a complicated business systems such as 
ERP/QIS etc. However, the data transfer between various systems are not smooth, and 
issues occur within its own technological process. These factors caused difficulties 
with improving the efficiency of co-operative works. The existence of unstable factors 
among related data information appears and the software integration is also hard to 
achieve. In order to effectively resolve these problems, a complete enterprise 
collaborative management system is required. The enterprise collaborative 
management system is able to integrate the various of unrelated business system, 
integrate existing resources, promote the planning of enterprise a better way. 
The aim of this topic is to reflect to Xiamen Yankon Energetic Lighting’s 
production system in order to construct a complete, norm, and efficient central control 
plane of manufacture business workflow and develop further communication of 
enterprise information between sectors. Through centralization of administration and 
advanced workflow engine-G2, it is able to achieve a faster design of daily production 
management, also it uses data viewport, interface service and code embedded modes 
to establish a cross-sector central administration center, therefore in a real sense carry 
out the integration of informationize enterprise system. 
A practical business administration system has been developed through this piece 
of text, which will satisfy need of an informatization system for Xiamen Yankon, on 
the other hand provide a reference towards related firms. 
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2.1 SharePoint 体系结构 













客户电话处理、供应链管理等需要进行审批、协同时，可以将业务数据通过 Web Service 接口
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